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  rhrougheut whole sections, we fix n,r,s }il l such t,hat, r -}- 1 E{ #, and di,--•,dr, ei,•-•,e$ l) l
posXve int•eg'ers. "Je put d = Z;.i di, e =: X;-=i ej, d.i. =: min{di,ej•} aRd m rm n+?' --s-l. -Moreever
for ca complex vector space V ( resp. a locally free sheaf V on a variety X), l•ik denot,es the dual vecter
space of V ( resp. V' the dual sheaf of V), and we put
        ( resp. A )2 == Ox),AV =( Xv=o (resp. Xv=o) forpÅqo.
                 g2. DEFINITION OF jACOBIAN RINGS AND MAIN [FliEOmsMS
  Let, S be a polynomial ring over C generated by indeterminarits Xo,•-- ,.Xn. Denote by Si the
elements of homogeneous polynomials of elegree l. Let, A be a polynomial r,ing over S generated by
pti,-a•,"tr, Ai,•••,As. We use multiindex a=: (ai,•-•,ar) as Z96,b= (bi,•••,b.) E Z98, cind denote
Itg = CZ --•"gr, Ah= Ae' ••iA9s . Then for qE Z)o and lG Z, we write
                    Ag (g) == tw sZ ;.i a{ d` 'invÅí;=i b] es -i . ge&xk.
                          Z):-.,iai+X;.!
                                    bj =g
Definition(1-1). For E : (Fi,•••,F.), s:il = (Gi,•••,(],) with Fi E Sdt, aJ• E Se,, we define the
Jacobian ideal J(E,gEl) the ideal of A g'enerated by E;•.,, ntaxE.,pai +E j•=, SaMf,Aj, .Ei, GjAj (1 $ i g r,
1 S 3' Åq- s, g S h- Åq. n). The quotieRt ring B = B(E,G) me A/J(,E,G), we ca}l the Jacebian ring of
(E,ffÅr. We dellote
                       Bg(g) = Bq(l)(E,G) = Ag(lÅr/Aq(i) fi J(E,G)•
  Let P'i =: Proj S a cormplex projective space. Thus we have a variety X defined by equations Fi, - • • , Fr
and subvarieties ZJ•(c X) defined by Gj, "l ri, • • • , ,Fr. for 1 S j t-Åq s. NVe also call the B(E,G) the JaÅëobian
                 srings of the pair (X,jkZj )-
  We mensigR three main theorems. gereafter we assume tkat X is a smooth comp}ete lfitersect,ieR ef
codimensiefi r, and Z : VZ3• is a simple xxermal crossing divisor of X.
  The first main theorern is concernings about the geometrie meanings of Jax obian rings.
Theomern(I).
   (1) There is a natural rnorphism
y•t : B.(d -n- 1År - gn'""P(X, ft"x Åq}eg:Z))'.
for OgpSn-r. Here g is an isonnorphism ifr+s di n or p;n-r. Ifr+sÅrn andp me n-r,
then v is injective, but not surjective, and whose cokernel is pure Hodge type (-n + r, -n Htr r).
More explicitly, the Cokerg can be de$cibed as follows:
Coker?" = Ker(nK'(ei, • • • ,e.År -Et- nwwK-i(ei, • t • ,e,))"
where ej :== dlog (li' i- lx E Hg(X, S")}(logÅíZj)), and A(ei,• • • ,e,) denot,es t•he free wedge algebra
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(2) There is a natural map
                       th : Bi (O) - H'(X, Tx (- log ÅíZ,))
   which is an isomorphism, except for X K3-surface or a curve. If X is a K3-surface or a curve of
   genus ) 2, th is only injective. The cup-product are compatible with the ring multiplication up
   to scalar:
        Hi(X, Tx (- logÅíZj)) e Hq(X, S ft (Iog ÅíZj)) - Hq'i(X, 9&-i(logZzj )).
  Roughly speaking, the Jacobia.n rings describe the Hodge st,ructures of open variet,y X X uZj, and
the cup-product with Kodaira-SpenÅëer class coincides with the ring multiplication up to non-zero scalar.
This result was originall.v invented bvv• P.Grifiths, and generalized into several directions by many peo-
ple([CGGH],[T],[K]). Our result is a further generalization.
  The second is the duality theorem, which is fundamental property of Jacobian rings.
Theorem(II). Let r+ s Åq- n. There is an isomorphism
                             Bn-.(2(d -nm 1) +e) rv C
if d + e - n - 1 År O, and induced pairing
                   B.(d-n-1+e)eB.-.-.(d+e-n-1-e)-C
is non-degenerate for O S p S n - r and O S e S e.
  For example, this will be used to prove Torelli theorem.
  The last one was proved firstly by R.Donagi in a special case([D],[DG]).
Theorem(III). Let LV c Ai(O) is a base point free subspace of codimension c(i.e. for any x E 1 "(C),
the evaluation map W(c Ai(O)) - OCpti e QCAj at x is surjective), then The Koszul complex
                            tJ
                    B.(e) o qXiw' . B.+i(e) x Xw . B,.2(e) Q qK'w
is exact if one of the following conditions is satisfied.
   (1) p }) O, d.i.(r+p) +e-d }!r q+c, d-n-1 f{ eSd+e-n-1 and r+s s: n+2.
   (2) p) O, d.i.(r+p) +e-d }) q+ c, d-n-1 E{ e E{ d+e-n-1 and p 7E n-r- 1,n- r.
   (3) q= 1, or O, p)O and dmi.(r+p) +e-d2g+c.
This theorem has the following important Corollaries.
  Let
                      S-' = b p. (HO (ops (di))) e di p. (HO(Opn (ej )))
                          i=1                               J'=1
We put S'V  the locus of S'V" such that (Fi,•••,F.,Gi,•••,G.) E S- if and only if the subvariety
                               Fi = •••= Fr =O in P"
is a nonsingular complete intersection of codimension r, and
                            Fi =•-• == F. = Gj =O in P"
is its nonsingular hy•persurface section for V2'. The algebraic group PGL.+i(C) and (? = {a E Aut(8M
a(So) C 8o, a(So e 0(e,•)) c 8o eO(e,•)(V2')} act on S, and there exists a quotient:
                               S = S/PGL.+i(C) Å~ Q•
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Now we have X - S the fammily of nonsingular cornplete intersection$, and ZJ• - S the family of its
nonsingular hypersurface sectinns defined by the equation Gj with a regular embedding Zi• g X. Let
u::xxuzj J s.
Corollary(1-2)(the symmetrizer lemma for open varieties). Let, S' c S a nonsingular Zariski
elosed subset of codimension c. Let CT" be any smoeth covering of S'. We put UT = U Å~s T and denote
Na'bÅqCfT/T) == Rbf.9ft./T(}ogXZ". ll'hen the $equence indueed by the Gauss-Manin connection
   ftg-i e ffa"•5-2(g./T) V-':" stgQga+iTb'i(sl,r/?'År """ 9pti (zÅr N",b(UT/T) (aÅÄb= n - r)
is exact, at, the middle t,erm for one of the fo}lowing cases.
   (1) r+s Åq- n+2, a)O and d.i.(r+a) }) q+c+n+ 1.
   (2) OSaSn-r-2, d.i.(r-a) kq+c+n+1 anda+qSn-r.
   (3) q= O, 1, a)O and d.i.(r -F a) tr q+c-r' n+ 1.
Proof. When T = S', it is well-known that the Gauss-Manin connection XV'vr is induced by the cup-product,
             Ri f. Tx!s(log XZj ) mp Ra f. 9k,•,(log ÅíZ,• ) - Ra'"i f. nb.-,,is (Iog ÅíZj ).
ThereÅíore by TheoTem(IÅr, it suMÅëes to show that fer B c Bi (O) codimensien c subspaÅíe,
(k-2-O B.(sg)QgXiB ---- B."(ee)xXB - B.+2(se)o"XiB Åqeo ;== d-n- l)
is exact for a 2 e. Let W :== Ker(Ai(O) - Bi(OÅr/B), J :== J(,ff,G) nAi(O), then we have the Koszul
exact sequence
               o- s•(J) -, wop s•-i(J) - ... - '-AiwoJ -. Aw- -.., AB -.. o.
This complex tensored with B.(eo) induces the following diagrarn.
 -•• - B.(eo)eq'A-'vvopsi(J) . ••• - B.(eo)ecrXiw --, B.(eo)x"KiB
                   i ;l
 •'t - B.g(ee)OijK'WXSi(J) - --- . B."ÅqEe)paXW -,B."(Sij)eAB
                   s iss•• - B.+2(eo)g"-A-'WxSiÅq1) - i•• . B.+2Åqeo)Q"K';)Y ---s.+2(Sg)Q"XB
                   J iJ
where the vert,ical arrow is the Koszul complex tensored with S'(J). Since J annihilates
diagram is comrnutative. Therefore to show that (1-2-1) is exact, we only show that
             B.+i(eo) e qmhX-leiw -, B.+i+i(eo) op gA-Zvv - B.ti-i+•2(eo) op ql-iw
is exact for O S i S g. But thi$ follows from the first half of Theorem (III).
  In genera}, let, u : T - S' be a $mooth cever!ng'. From the exact seqzaence
                          g aj tt"R}, . R} - Rtsfst --" O,
we have a filtrat,ion F'stg such that its subquotient is isomorphic to tt"ftes, op ft31,g,.
@st$ := Ha•b(uT/T) opF'9g. Since .Fbrctib(UT/T) 2 u'Ha•b(U/S'), and ifu. :
UT/T)Q9} is the composition ofu"lla,b(U/S') ":-Y'gU u*Ha-i,b+i(u/s,)xu*





     ",'e put F' Ha,b(tfT/T)
 Ha•b(uT/T) . ffa-1,b+1(
S2k, and u'Ha-iTb+i(u/s')op
             different•ials.
sg
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Irherefore we can easily cheÅëk that Vu. is compatible with the above filtration and its subquotient cam
be identified with
          u*Ha•b(u/s') op u*suc,, op g37g, "' "-'Xid u*Ha-i•b+i(ulst) op u*ggti o gg7g,.
Thus we can reduce to the case l" :S'. 8
Cerellary(!-3)Åqthe symmetrizer lemma for cemp}ete intersectioRs). Let the Rctaticn be as in
the previoes tkeerem. IVe put Xr :ww- X xs, Z Tken
     g;-i o ffa+2•b'2(.År(T/T)p,im tt" stgT e Ha+iTb-i(XrT/T)p,i. V-'7" stfir+i D Ha'bÅqXTfT)p,i.
is exact if a }il O d.i.(r + a) }r q -+- c+n+ 1.
Proof. XVe use Corollary(1-2)(1) in the case s= 1. Put Z= Zi icnd XT := Zxs, T. Then we have
                    ooo
                    tJJ
                                "LIET Ha,b(.yT)oops?g VLIgT ILira-i,b+i(xT)oop.Q$+i
      ••.- Ha+i•b-i(xT)oo9$i
                    Jss
            gaÅÄiib-i(brT)oft3mai "LE3T Rab(yT)eggT VLEi;T ffa-ib+i(gTÅreftg+i
      ".-
                    ss;
                                "4T ffa-i•b(zT)oopgE}, "'k" ffa-2•b+i(zT)optg34ÅÄi
             ffa•b-i(zT)o op fl!gwwi
      ". M.-
                    iii
                    ooo
                  (exact) (exact) (exact)
where H' ( )o denotes the primitive part. Since the rniddle horizontal sequenee is exact by Corollary(1-2),
it sufices to show that
         stg-2Q Ha+i,b-2(2T/r"), V....'-,T gg-i oo Ha,b-i(z./T)o S-"r ftg op Ha-i,b(z./T),
is exact. Therefore by the induct,ion on the relative dimension of XT - CT, we caii assume that it, is e.
But then t,he assertien ls clear. em
                      g2. GREEN'S DEF!NITION OF jACOBIA.N R{.N"GS
  Se far, we int,roduced jacobian ring$ in exp}ielt forms. Hewever, these forms are net se usefu! to
variuos computations. For excnmple, we don't knoxv how to prove the theorem II(duality), theorern
III(the symmetrizer lemma) directry frorn the computations of polynomial algebras.
  Another (and probably excellent) definition of Jacobian rings was introduced by M.Green. This one is
rather abstract, but, due to it, we caxx use the technique of Koszul cohornology. Thus available cohomology
theQry enables us sharp Åëornputatioma of Jacobian rings.
2.1. Before defining Green's Jacobian ring of open varieties, we review the one in complete case briefly([K]
or [Tl).
          t
  Let S = e ODLn(li) be a lecally free sheaf of rank t on a complex prejective spaÅíe P". We assume all
         l=1
the li }i l, aRd 1 f{! t f!l n. Let consider the projectlve space bund}e
                             7r:P(S) := PrejÅqS'(8)År -----, ?n
where S' (E) = e Sym'g denot,es the sheaf ef symmetric Opn-algebra• generated by 8. XVe denote the
            r)O
tautological invertible sheaf Op(sÅr(1) by L. Then we have the exaÅët sequence of differential sheaves:
(2-1-1) Owwww, 7r`*91•bn-91,(s)-S"2b(s)lpn nvww'O
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and tine Euler exact sequence
(2-1-2) O- 9b(s)fli),, -- T'ÅíXL-i vi Op(s) -O•
In particular, we have
                                            t(2-l-3) K?ÅqeÅr ww Åí-`&7;'O(Åí ;i -n- ;)
                                           i=1




Hq(P,ÅíV mp rr'V) r
where V is a ho}omorphiÅë vector bundle on P
  By Åq2-2-5År, we have tke RaturaXsomorphi$m ffe(PÅqS)
S and L have ene-one correspondance to each other.
 te ffO(mp",O(li)) corresponds to a =
i=1
T*O(-li) associated to the effective divisor IP( e O(l
SO(ltiÅr.
j#
  lrkexx fer a sectioB ff me :[)l=, Fi#i E Ne(geÅqEÅr,Åí), we pttt
                             X: Fl :••• == Ft =O in P",
                                    t
                                ,V :ÅíFik =o in rw
                                    i=1
and a$sume that, X is a nonsingu}at comp}ete intersection of codimeRsion t (, which implies that- ,Y be a
RoRsingu}air dSvisgT).
  Now }et 2Åí = Di)ff$i(X ,L) be the sheaf of first order differential operat•ors of L. It, is a locaily free
sheaf generated by local sections ezlL, Si.}r,,when e is a local frame of L and (xi) is a local coordinate of
P(8). Then we have two important exact sequence.
(2-1-6) O--, ()p(e)-ÅíL-Ip(s) -.O
Åq2- 1-7) g- Tp(sÅrÅq- leg x) -XÅí jSfi';År L-g
where J' (cr) is the compo$ite of ÅíL 'L@q Åíc mp L - L, and Tp(sÅr(- log,V) is the dual sheaf of 9"{s)(log tV)
the holornorphic differential sheaf with log poles along ,V. T'he dual of (2-1-7) g'ives rise to the Koszul
exact sequence
                O --, ft$ÅqsÅr(log.y) --. c@ PXisz - ... -.+ Åín+i-pe "A'tÅí2 ww, o.
By (2-i.6), we have "`LKwwixz = :Åíg KpÅqs), nA"`z*Åí = K?, (e) axxct !t, is easy to $ee that this gives an acyclic
resolution of st&s)(logtif), because we assurned all the ti k 1. Therefore we have
    ffn+t-P-i(P(8), sul(ff)(log ,Y)) y Coker(HO(L"'`-P-i o Åíc Q K.rm(s)) - NO(L"+`-" ÅqD Kv, (s))).
The :ight hand side, we call the Jacobian ring of X. The left hand side is isormorphic to
     Fp/FpÅÄlffn+t-1(?(8) X,y,c) : FP/Fp+}ffn+t-i(?n xx,c) fy Fp'Y,i'pwwt+iffR'S(x,c),
where the first isomorphism follows from that P(S) X X r, tw" X X is an aMne space bundle. For further
argument, see [K]•
     SU(S) if ii)O,i==O
det8' oS-"-t(S') if ug -t, i == t-1
       g otherwise
       Hq(pn,sv(s) op v) ifv)o
Hq-t-Vi(pn, s"v-t(S") a det8' o V) if v S -t
              O otherwise
      n.
              ,Åí) : ffg(Pn,S). 1 hereÅíore the gleba} sectioRs of
            More exp!ick,ely, a glebal seÅëtion (Fi) E ffe(?",8) =
 Åíe•.,xFipai E HO(P(8),Åí), where pa, is rhe global section of LX
           i')) c--+ pm(S) defined by the natural projection g -
       j#i
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2.2. Now we define the Green's Jacobian rings in open case, The method is almost a}ong the complete
Åëase.
                                                                    r
  Firstly we prepare the notation$, which will be used in whole seÅëtion$. Let So = e O(di) and 8i =:
                                                                   i=1
 s
.O O(eJ•) the locally free sheaves on P". Put 8 = Eo e 8i, and consider t,he projective space bundle
O=1
                                  ff : P(S) . pn.
Xereaft,er we write ?(EÅr by P simp}y, caRd deBete the tautg}ogica} ii}vertible skeaf C}?{sÅr(1) b}' Åí. XKt'e ftx
the globa} sectlen ;ii ÅqTesp. kjÅr of ÅíO r` "ÅqZ](-d" (re$p. ÅíO K'Åq )(-e") as$ociated te the effective dlvisor
P( e OÅqdkÅr e 8" c-. twÅqS) (resp, P(8o e e 0Åqek)) g P(SÅr År defined b.x' nattiral projections.
  Further we fix a global section cr nm :I ):•'.i F,pti + ZJS•.i G:•Aj G "O(P,C), tmd put
                             X: Fi =•••= F. =O in P",
                       Zj :- nm ••• == F.=Gj --Oin P" 1 nd J' Åqrw s,
                                  IPj : Aj =O in P,
                                TS
                            .2i :ÅíFi#" ÅíCjkj -- O in ge.
                               al=l 3'=!
";e assttme Z is a RoRslngg}ar eomplete intersectleR of ced!meRsiexx r and V;•=i Zj• ls a ncimal cro$siltg
divlsor in Z. Thls assumptlon implies that Z ls a nonsing'ular divi$or in ?.
  In oTder to define the Jacobian ring in open ease, we oRly need to replace E]Åí by ZÅí(- legÅíJS•=i IPD,
which is defined to be a subsheaf of EÅí generated by Iocal sections eSl,;,, Sl}7, (1 E{ i Sl n+r- 1)T Yj' lsZv;,
(1 g j' Åq- s), wheree is a local frame of L and (z'i, yj) is a local coordinate of P(8) such that yj is a local
equation of Pj .
  Then t,he exaet sequences (2-1-6) and (2-1-7) can be replaced by tlze followings:
                                     ss(2-2-1) O --, O -- XL (- log2IPj). Tp, (- log'ÅíIE)j) ---, O
                                    j=1 j:1
                                  ss(2-2-2År g --. T?(- }og2 -- 2?,•)- XÅí(- }ogÅíge" jSf';) Åí --, C
                                 j'=1 jxx1
  From now on, we write :Åí(- log EI)S•..i Pj) by Åí simply•
Definition(2-2-3). Let q and e be integers. Then we put
                               S, (e) = HO(Lg op r'O(e))
                     J,(e) mm Imag'e(HO(Åí Q Lq" op T'O(e)) j-( -") S,(e))
                                 R,(e) = s,(e)/J,(e).
We eall R =: eRg(O the Greexx's jacebian ring of (X, U,S-.,i 2J•)•
Lemma(2-2-t4). GreeR's jaÅíobiaxx rlRg co}Reldes wlth the oRe in Deftnition 3-1)
                           A,(e) = S.Åqe), R,ÅqeÅr = B,(e).
  []
  We will have an analoguos arg'uernent, in [Kl, in the next section.
  Before to do this, we show the vanishing lemma.
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Proposition(2-2-5)(vanishing lemma). Let p, g, v, e be integers. Then
                           Hq (p, KÅí' x Lu op T'o(e)) = o
if one of the following conditions is satisfied.
   (1) qÅr O, u2 -s+1, e)Oand (v, e) : (O,O)
   (2) qÅq n, i7 = O, eÅqO
   (3) p-uSr+s-1, uS -1
   (4) p-uSqÅqn+r+s- 1, uS -1
   (5) OÅqql n, u == e=O
   (6) qÅr O, pÅë [n+1,s+ n],u =e =O
  (1)' qÅqn+r+s- 1, vS -1, eS e and (u, e) I (-s, e)
  (2)' qÅrr+s-1, ii=-s,eÅre
  (3)' p-v2n+s+ 1, v) -s+1
  (4)' OÅqqÅqp-u-s, u) -s+1
  (5)' qÅqn+r+s-1, qfr+s-1, u= -s, e=e
  (6)' qÅqn+r+s- 1, pÅë [r,r+s- 1], v == -s, e == e
Proof. We note t,hat
(2-2-5-1) O - T' S)bn - S)b(logZPj) - S2"!p. (log ÅíPj) - O
and
(2-2-5-2) S)i/p. (log XP,•) r! (T'SoQL-i)eO,eS-'
In particular, we have "'K"Åí' = det S)e(IQgÅíPj) = L-'QT'O(d-n-1). The assertion (n) (1 f{; n Åq- 6)
is equivalent to (n)" by Serre duality:
          Hq(XÅí* op Lu x r'o(e))* r Hn+r+s-1-q("+'A+S-PÅí* op L-u-s e T*o(e - e)).
Therefore we only need to show the (1),• • • ,(6).
  By (2-2-1), we have an exact sequence
(2-2-5-3) O- stF(log ÅíPj)- XÅí' -9e-i(log Åípj)-o.
Moreover by (2-2-5-1), we have a finite decreasing filtration F' of S2g, (logÅíPj) such that
(2-2-s-4) Gr7(9F(log' ÅíPj)) :T'9p". X S)B7S, (log E]Pj)•
Therefore in order to show (1),-••,(4), it suMces to show the following clairn.
Claim. If (q,p, v, e) satisfles one of the conditions (1),••-,(4), then
                             '
                      H9(P, 9&-.."(logZPj) op LU Q rr*9f;.(e)) = O.
for all p', " such that O Su S p', andp-1 S p' g p.
  By (2-2-5-2), we have
                                      ai•                        S)S/p• n(logXPj•) r! ,g.2,[A7, 'so op L+z](:Z'.)
Therefore the claim follows from




for Vpa, p', i such that
First}y we show (1) and (2). Since we assumedu)-s+1 Zi. Then the
above cohomology group is S$omoxphlc to
                                     'i
                                      ÅqsÅr $ R#;. (e) e AgoÅr.
      Kq(?n,sv-t
  lf (q, v, e) satisfies (1), then v -- i År O or i År O or e År e, which impiies t,he vanishing of the above ene
by Bott vanishing.
  If (q, u,e) satisfies (2), then i! rm i rm O and q Åq n, e Åq O, which aiso imaplies the vanishing.
  r ext we will show (3) and (4).
  If (q, p, u, e) satisfies (3), then r! -i -Åq u -Åq -1 and u-i -År v- (p' - pa) }r u- p' l}r v-p) -r -s -e- 1.
Therefore (2-2-5-5) holds by (2-1-5),
  If (q,p, v,e) satisfies (4), then i, -i g v S -1. Therefore we cari assurne u-i S -r-s by (2-1-5).
Then the left hand side of is isornorphie to
                   Hq--r-s-,-i(pn, s-v+i-r-S(8") e ft.,". o X8o(e - d - e))•
Bttt since pt fi{ p' - i f{I p- i S p -- y - r - s, by Bett vaRisklitg, tke above cohQmo}ogy greup varii$kes if
p-y-r-sÅqg-r-s+1Åqn, that ls,p-ySgÅqnÅÄr+s-2.
  This complete the proof of (2-2-5-5), and henee (1),•••,(4).
  Finally we show (5) and (6). We assume u = e = O. Then by (2-2-5-3), Hq(XÅí') = O if and only if
   (i) Hqm'(9B-'(logÅíP,•)) "Åík'i#`"' Hq(stg(logZPj)) is surjeÅëtive, and
  (ii) Hq(9B-i(logÅíPj)) "Åí!'ik`za' Nq-Fi(S B(log'ZPj)) is injective.
Let ui := dlog Ai+i -dlog Ai ff Jifi(rw Å~UPj,Z(1)). Then we can easily see that
    • Coker(Hp+g-2(PXuPD "Åík'kSÅq") HP+9(PXuPj) is canonically isomorphic to PXq(ui, • • • ,us-i), which
      is pure Hodge type (p -f- q,p + q),
    • Ker (Hp+g-i(P X uPD Wai'Åík(`' Elp+q+i(p X vp,•År is canoRical}y i$emorphic to AT*w x "g-A2"-i(ui,
      - • • ,u.-" where u, is a hyperp}aRe elass of Pn, whlck is pure Kodge type (pÅÄg-R-!,pÅÄq-R-2).
lrherefore (i) kolds if aRd oxx}y iÅí g År g er pÅÄ g ) s, aRd (iiÅr doe$ not kold if 2md cR}y iÅí g = n ax}d
g S pÅÄ g - 2n - 1 S s - 1, er eq"ivaientiy g = n akd p E [n -} 1,$ -F ni, which cemplete the proef of (5)
and (6År. E
                            g3 PRooF oF MAIN THEoRErvls
  In this section, we will prove the main theorems. Due to Lernrna(2--2), we may use only Green'$
Jacobian ring R,(e).
  The proof of Theorem(I) and (II) are similar to the one in [K).
  The proof of Theorem(III) depends essentia!ly on the results of M.Green , and we will also use similar
t•echniques to prove it.
3.1. By (2-2-2), we have the Ko$zui exact sequence
(3-1-1År g- ftg(}og j2r -{- x?" -ÅíQ PXiÅí* -...- Åím -f-impo MA"'x* .g
                   .
Since the vanishing iemma(1), t•hi$ i$ aii aÅíyclic resolutioR of stg(iog2 -+- ÅíPD. Together with MK' 'X" t
                      mL-" op r'O(d -n- 1), and AX' st Åí op L-r op T'O(d -n- 1), we have
(3-1-2) R.-F,-,(d-n-1) tHM-"(9g(logX-- XPd)).
O SI LL ff{ pt
OÅqiÅqr
O E{ i f{I P' - PL
p-1Sp'SP
 ,by (2-1-Jr), we can assume u
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New we need:
Lemma(3-1-3). There is a natural morphism of Hodg'e structures:
                    p : "n-r(x Xuzd) - H. (P X (2 uUPj))(-n - s)•
p is an isomorphisrn if r+ s S n. lf r+ s År n, then p is surjective but not injective and the Kerp is pure
Hodge type (n - r, n - r), desÅëribed as fD}lows:
                     Kerp =: Ker("A-'(ei, • • • , e.) --El- "1-i(ei, t - • , e.)År
where the notation$ are as in the Theorem(I)(1).
Proof. Let denote IE"j,...d, = IPj,n--•nJPj,, and lilj,...j, = ZnIPj,..,ti,. Put Y= IPX Z, Yj -- IE"j X XJ-. XVe
consider the following exact segueRces;
(3-1-3-1) o-itQyxuy, -ny- Qy-Quy, -O
(3-1-3-2) O-- Qvy, - 9. Qy,- ri jeÅqkQyjayk -''' -- Qyifi•-fiy. 'O,
where we denote the censtantsheaf oR X with a cceesciekt- gruep Q by- Qx, and 3' : Y X VYj• "+ Y the
open immersion. We will cornpute H'(Y,j!Qyxuv,) r H'(Y,uYj•;Q). Fir$tly www compute the sheaf Qy.
  Let denote the $iRgu}ar comp!ex of X by S'(XÅr. Since r, induce$ the fiber bundle ge X Z --, P" X Zi..,.
with fibers isomorphic to afine spaces, we have a quasi-isomorphism S'(Y) = S'(P X X) fr S'(P X Zi....).
On the other hand, the Poincar6-Lefschetz dualit,y theorem assert•s t,hat S'(PX 2i....) is quasi-isemQrphiÅë
to S2.-.(twR)/S2.im.(Zi.,.s). Thereforre we have Qy t! S'(Y) ttt S2.de,(P")/S2..-,(Zi....). Note that Yth n
•-•
 fi YJ•, = Pti,,,.j, X Zs•,,,"•,. Thus we have similar results Qy, y S2n-.(Pn)/S2n-,(Zy..s•.,.,) , Qy,ny, tut
S2n-.ee")/S2n-.(Xi.,.j•..,k,...) axxd so on. Now from (3-1-3-l) and (3-1-3-2År, we ean see j{Qyxuy, is quasi-
isomorphic to the following cornplex:
                      Qy - opQy, N                    e Qyjnyk - ''' - Qyin•-•ny.-
                            J e' Åqk
By the above computation, this is quasi-isomorphic to
Åq3-1-3-3) S2n-.(P")!S2...(Zi,.•s) - evS2n-.(Pn)fS2n..(Zi...s...,) - ' ' - - S2n-•(Pn)fS2n-•(X)•
                                j
From the foilowing exact sequences
                   g. S2.-,(dv") . ••- - eS2.-..(gen) -- S2.-.(?") - c
                                       j
                  e ww" S2n--•(Zl•••sÅr - ''' - ÅëS2n--•(Zj) - S2n..(VXj) - O,
                                       J
we caxx see tkat (3-l-3-3) is quasi-lsomerphic tg S2.d.(X)/S2.-.(uZ,•)l-sl, and therefore we have
o' !Qyxuy, or S2.-.(X)/S2n...(UZj)[-s]• In particular, we have isornorphisms H'(Y,uYj•;Q) t H2.+.-i-.
ÅqX, uXj; Q) r g'-2'-S+i(XXvZ,•; Q) (the }crist isemerphism is the PoiRcar6-Lef$eketz dualityÅr. ThereÅíere
we have the following morphism of Hodge structures:
(3-1-3-4) p : H•-2r-SS-i(X XuZ,•) t ff'(PX a, vPj X Zj) - N2.-.(P Å~ (X U (VP,-))År(-n - S).
                          jJ j
We note that,
N`(Y,•,..,,•,) pa H`(M" X ZJ) r
gndnr+q(ZJ)prim
   Ht(pn)
      e
ift=nÅÄr"s-g-2
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where we put ZJ := Zi.,.j",...f,..... Moreover the spectral sequence
             E,pa = , o . HP(Yj,...,•,) wwÅr- HP+q(YXvYj) :HP+g(PX(2u(vP,•)))
                  oiÅq•••Åq3g 2 S
is degexxerate at g2-term. :he!efoTe if r+ s f{ n the each graded weight quotient of bgtk sSdes of Åq3-1-3-4)
is isemorphic to eH""r-+-q(ZJ)p,i. (when + ec n+r + s - 1År. If r+ s År n, then p is surjective and not
injective only in the graded quotient of weght (n - r, n - r), whose kernel can be described explicitly as
in the Lemma(3-1-4). urj
  !Vow Theorem(I)(1) follows from (3-1-2) and the above Lermrna. Next we will show Theorern(I)(2).
Lemma(3-l-4). There is a natura} map
                          v• : Ri(O) ----, H'(X, Tx(-- logÅíZ,-))
whiÅëh is an isomorphism, except for X i$ a K3-surafce or a curve. If X is a K3-$uface or a curve of genus
) 2, ab is only injective.
Preef. By the dual of (2-2-5-l), there is the exact se(}uence:
                    O -- Tpfpn (- }og XPj) - [I7E (- }Qg XPj) - T'Tpn -ÅÄ O.
Together with this sequence and (2-2-1), we have the follQwing' commutative diagrarn.
                                                 o
                                                 i
                                           Tp/prt (- !og ZP,• År
                                                 i
                   o ---. Op - X - Tp(-- log ÅíPj) -O
                           l ll t
                   O. Kera eX -t. rr'Tpn -O
                                                 i
                                                 g
By the snake iemma, Kera tt Op eTplpn(- logÅíPj) tt T"' go' op Åíe Og, . Therefore, by applying r. t/o the
lower exaÅít sequence in the above diagram, we have
(3-1-4-1) O. (8o* op 8)eOP. -T.E) --, rpn -O.
Now tke $ectieR (Fi, CD ff ffgÅqSg) $ HeÅqSD defues the surject!ve map
                        j'i : So' op 8 -+ Ix Q8, C;• op •- fi Q-
(Ix clenotes the ideal sheaf of X), and (ati) e HO(Ei) defines the map
               2'2 : (rÅr$. - 8, e3• -- (O, -t- ,l, ••• ,e) N ge• nj (1 S 3' Åqnd $- !)
                                    rs
                             e.sÅífici+2gjnj
                                   i=1 j=1
where Ci (resp. nJ•) is a loÅëal frame of So (resp. Si), and XfisC,• -l- Åígjnj• is a loeai description of cr. Pttt
                         I = Im(k " 3'2 : ÅqE,' pa 8) $ O$. - E),
whiÅëh is g'enerated by iocai sections
                     fi Ci,, fi nj, go• nj (I S i, i' S r, IS j' Åq- s).
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TheR, together with (3-1-4-1), we have
             g-
(3-1-4-2) g-.
             g-
    e
    i
    L
    '
8o" xS ee ofi
   l j', + j'2
    i
    l

























ffere j' i + j' 2 induees the following commutative diagram:
                      oee
                      t s t
              O--- Ll - L - L2
                      JSt(3-1-4-3) O- 8o' opS - 8o' op8GOB- - OPn
                       Sji S2'i+3'2 IS
              O. Ix mpS - 8 -8opOx
                      s
                      o
where o' { : efo H gknk mod Ix (1 S k Åq- s). Therefore we have
                             L2 = Kerj'i == lxeS.
From the Koszul exact $equence
                       r2(3-1-4-4År e- ASe* .•••-Agi -So' - Ix .O,
we caR see that Li has the Åíellowing rese}utiQR.
                        T
                   e- (Aso' )es -t•- - s,*es - L2 - g,
                   O- AS5 XS--••- AEe ec ---. Li -. C.
  There ls the exaÅít sequence
(3-i-4-6) e- ixXTpn -[rr-Tx (- logXZj) -+ G.
Oxx the other hancl, j' 3( in the diag'ram (3-1-4-2)) can be written as foliows:
                      j3:ziiltT-Åíll/Ilt-trÅí?/J modJ
                                      j'=1
              i=1
W'hen we take a local coordinate xii''',Xr,Yi,''-,Y$,Zii'''
T = Kerj' 3 is generated by fx e Tpn and }oÅëal sections yj Sii;, Si.II
Trrwt) - Tpn lx factors through T/(Ix O Tpn) . Tx,
Tx(- !ogXZs). This imp}le$ the Åío}}owiRg exaÅít $equexxce







       ,z.".-, such that fi =: xi, gj = yj. Then
          . Therefore the natura! map 'T/ÅqIx &
and which induces the isomorphism T/(Ix O Tpn) -
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Now we complete the proof of Lemma(3-1-4).
              Ri,o := Coker(HO(P, Åí) . HO(P, L))
                  ty Coker(HO(P",r.Åí) - HO(P",8))
                  =L+ Hi(P",K) (from the middle vertical sequence in (3-1-4-2))
                  -9-+ Hi(Pn,T) (from the top horizontal sequence in (3-1-4-2))
                  2-+ H'(X, Tx (- logÅíZj)) (from (3-1-4-6))
a is isomorphism because Hi(T.Åí) = O, which follows from (3-1-4-1).
b is injective if Hi(L) = O and surjective H2(L) = O. By (3-1-4-3)(the top horizontal exact sequence)
and (3-1-4-,J'), the former always holds and the latter holds if dimX = n - r År 1
c is injective if Hi(Jx e [Tlv, n) = O and is surjective if H2(Ix e TFn) = O. By the exact sequence (3-1-4-4),
we can see that the former holds unless X is a elliptic curve, and the }atter holds un}ess X is a K3-surface
oracurve. D
  The first• half of Theorem(I)(2) follows from Lemma(3-1-4). The compatibility of cup-products and
ring multiplications follows from the compatibility of g and V'.
  We have complete the proof of Theorem(I).
3.2. We will prove the Theorem(II), the duality theorem. We deduce it to the Serre duality theorem.
  By (2-2-2), we have the Koszul exact sequence
(3-2-1) o. L-m-i-Åí* op rm....- MA+iÅí*-o.
Tensoring with L'+g Q T 'O(e), we have
    o - L-m+r+g-i x n"o(e) . . . • - 7CE]* be Lr+q-i x T'o(e) -d, MA'iÅí" x ,cr+q Q T'o(e) - o.
Note that XÅí* x L'+9-i x T'O(e) = Åí e Lq-i op r'o(d - n - 1 + e), MA"'z' x Lr+g op T*o(e) =
Lg X T, 'O(d -n- 1 + e) and the map d is nothing but J'(a) Q 1. Therefore we have a canonical map
     h : Rq(d - n - 1 + e) - Ker(HM(L-M+r+9-i x T"O(e)) . HM(Åí* op L-'M+'+9 e T'O(e)))
By the Serre duality, the right hand side is isomorphic to the dual of
  Coker(HO(E x L""-9-' op T'O(d + e - n - 1 - e)) . S.-.-,(d +e - n - 1 - e))
                                                        == Rn-r-q(d+e-n-1-e).
Lemma(3-2-2). h is an isomorphism if one of the following conditions is satisfied.
   (1) OSeS e, r+sS n.
   (2) q =n-r,e=d+e-n-1ÅrO.
ReTnark(3-2-31. ttote that (1) holds for all q E Z. Since R,(l) = O for q Åq O ciearly, we have also
Rq(l) = O for q År n-r if r+s S n. However if r+s ) n+ 2, this does not hold. In fact, in this case,
Rn-r+i(d - n - 1) # O. Hence the duality also fails.
Proof. By t,he exact sequence (3-2-1), h is surjective if
                       m+1-a
                         A Åí* e Lr+q+a op T'O(e)) = O for 1 S a g m - 1,
    (a) Ha(
and is injective if
                 (b) Hb(MA-6Åí* x Lr+q-b-i x r"o(e)) = O for 1 s b g m- 1.
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Firstly we show the Åëase (1).
  (a). Since 1 S a S m - 1 and O S e S e, by the vanishing' lemma (1) and (1)', we only need to check
the assertion (a) in the case (r-q-a,e) = (O,O) and (r-g-a,e) = (-s,e). If (r-Fq-a,e) : (O,O), by
vanishing' lemma (5), it suMces to cons!deT oniy the case a == n. Thexx since ?n + 1 - a = r ÅÄ s Åq R ÅÄ 1,
the assertion follows from vanishing }emma (6). If (r+q-a,e) = (-s,e), then by vanishing lemma (5)',
we can as$ume a = r -+- s - 1. Then we have m -F 1 - a = n + 1 År r+ s - 1. Therefore the assertion follows
from vanishing lemrma (6)'.
  (bÅr. Simi}arly we only need to check (b) !n theca$e Åqr+g-b-1,e) : (e,OÅr and (r-ÅÄ-q-b-1,e) ww (-s,e),
If (r+g-b-i, S) = (g,g), lt suffees ic ceRsider oRiy the caseb == n. Thefi siRce m-b = r-i-s-1 Åq nÅÄl,
the cftssertion follows from vanishing lemrna (6). If (r+ g - b - 1, e) ur (-s,e), it suffices to consider onl-v
the case b = r + s - 1. Then since m - b == n År r + s - 1, the assert,ion follows from vanishing lemma
(6)*.
  I'ext we shew the case Åq2).
  (a). Since e År O, by the vanishing lemma (X), we can atssume r+q-a = n-a S -s. Then we have
(Tn + 1 - a) - (n - a) -- r+ s axxd r+ s Åq n+ s S a S m- 1. Therefore the assertion follows from the
vanishing' lemma (4).
  (b). Similarly we ean assume n-1-b S -s. Then since (m - b) - (n -b- lÅr = r -}- s and
r ÅÄ s S n de s - i S b Åq m, the assewion follows frem the var}ishingiemma Åq4), al$Q.
  This completes the prooÅí ll
  By Lerr)ma(3-2-2)(2), we have a canonical isomorphism R.-.(2d -F 2n - 2 + e) si Ro(O)' x C. Since
the compat!bi}ity of tke map h with the eup-products, we kave the duai!tÅr' theerern.
3.3. Finaily we prove Theorem(III), the symrnetrizer lernrna.
  Before to do this, we recall the regulaJrity of sheaves ([G3]).
  A coherent sheaf X on P" is Åëalled m-regular if
llt(p",f@ Op. (m - OÅr ww O for W År e•
We use the following properties of the regularity of $heaves, whose proof can be seen in [G3].
   (1) If J:' is m-regular, then aiso (m ÅÄ lÅr-regular.
   (2) lÅí .7 ai}d F" axe m-reguiax aRd ?n'-reguiar respective}y, then SQ f' is (m -t- m•')-reguiar.
In particular, if E is a m-regular locally free sheaf on Pn, then XE is (mp)-regular because this one is a
direct summand of EooP.
  For example, let. e Årww e be an integer, and define a loca}ly free $heaÅí E on a pre3eetive $paee mp" by the
exaÅít seqttence
                       o - E - HO(pn,o(e)) @ op. - o(e) - o.
                                             C
Then clearly E is 1-regular, therefore KE i$ p-regulaT. In [G31, there is a further result. That is, if we
rep}ace ffg(e(Åë) b.v V a base point ftee liRear subspaÅëe of HCÅqe(e)) ef cedimensiolt c, and degfie g'
simiiarly:
                           o- E' ---, VQ Opn - O(e) - O,
                                        c
ihell XE' 2$ ÅqpÅÄ c'År-regular.
  These axguments are applicable t/o not only the case O(e) but akso any locally free sheaf satisfying
some condit,ions. We need it Iater.
Lemma(3-3-!År. Let VV" be a locally free sheaf on P" generated by global sect,ions. We assume that
AS satlsges ffP(N(-p)) = g for g Åq p Åq n Åqe.g. .YXr r g). Let V be a }ineaT sttbspace ef NC(M of
codimension c, such that V Q Opm - .7V' is surjective (i.e. base point free). Define the locally free sheaf
                       cN by the exact sequence
                            eN Ar ---, veop. - Akr - e.
                                         c
Then KN is (p+c)-regular. D
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  Now we go back to our situatioxx.
  Let W c Ai(O) = ffD(L) be a limear subspace of codimension e. We assume that VV is base point free,
i,e. VV Q Op . L is surjeÅëtive, which is equivalent to that VV' op Opm of S is surj.ective. (Here VV' is a
subspaÅíe of HO(S) corresponding to W under the natural isomorphism HO(L) ! HO(8).)
  The following lemrna is a generalization of [G3] Theorem 4.1 (see also [G4i Theorem 2.2).
Lemraa(3-3-2År. Let q År- e, y k e, e integers. TheR the Koszu} complex
                   A.(e) x qXiw - ,4.ÅÄ,(s) g Xw - A.-.2(e) Q qKi;ig'
i$ exact if dminu + e ) e+ g•
Proof. We define a locally free sheaf M by the exact sequence
(3-3-2-1) O-. M-WQ Op -L --, O.
                                        c
Then we obtain a Koszul exact sequenee
                  o --+ 9X!M -. qXiv•v Q ep . Xw e Åí . • • + -" Åíg+i - o.
                                  cc
'ureltsoring w!tk jCY gg"C}ps (e), tki$ g'Sves ac acyc}ic re$oiutioR oÅí "XXM X Åí" O r, "Opn (E). k fact if y' lir y,
ffÅë(P,Lu xT*e(e)) t-v H'(ff",SV Åqg) Q Op.(e)) = g for Vi År g, because the each deg'ree of the direct
suxnmand of S"' (8) op C)prt (e) is not less than d.i.v' + e ) d.i.v --- e h c -+- q 2 O. Therefore the Koszul
cohomology group above is isormorphic to Hi(qX'M op L" o T'OF.(e)).
  We will prove that this cohormology vanishes.
  Applying T* to the exact sequence, we have the exact sequence
                          O - rr.M -. W' x Opn - S ---- O.
                                         c
(The surjectivit.v of the right mmap is due to the base point freeness of W'.) Put N = n.M. Then by
LemrnaÅq3-3-1), AN is Åqc -} i)-regu}Åqrtx. On the other hand, the natural map T'K. 7' . S induces the
ÅëQix}mutatlve diagram;
                    o-År rr*Ar ---ÅÄ wQop - r,'S -----g
                                        c
                            Sg i= ig'
                    O----, M . WXOp - Åí ---+O.
                                        c
By the snake lemma, g is injective and Cokerg 2t Kerg'. From the Euler exact sequence(2-1-2), we have
Kerg' y stb/p. @ L. Hence we have
(3-3-2-2) O- r,'AT -M- 9"lpn op L- O•
The exact sequeRce (3-3-2-2) inditce$ the MtratioR
                        9Xiil{f ,,. Fo ) Fi ) ... ) Fg+! ) FqÅÄ2 -ww e
such that GrS(gX'M) = Fi/Fi"i wwN rr'(AN) Q 9gf-..i.+' op Lg-i'i. So it suMces to show that
             Hi (p, Lu+q-i+i op stg7S'l i x T' (AN Q opn (e))) : O for O s Vi S q + i
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Moreever, ftom (2-i-2), we get
               g -., rXS,,Å}s Q Åí-r"-s - . . • . PXir`s x cvep-' --", R$fff,. -. g.
Therefore it suMces to show that
        ,Nrj(p, Åívtl' xT*(g'iA-i"jsQXNQOre.(e))) me e for 1 s Vj' Åq- r -- s- (q -+- 1-i)-
  Case1 Åqww 3' Åq-u
The above eohomoiegy' is isomorphic to
           Rs (pn, su-J' (s) o q'iA-i-"js G Aiv e oi . (e)) st $ffj(yn, o?ii (ak) e Afv")
                                               k,
where ak }r drnin(y - 3') + d.i.(q -+- 1 - i -F j) + e }r d,ninu + e. Since AIV' is (i -l- c)-regular, this vanishes if
afo"j' År- i"e. But since crk+j' -i-c }l ak+1-(q -+- l)- c- År- d.i.v+e-q-cÅrww O, this hold.
Case j' År u
If y- 3' År -r - s, the cohomo}ogy vani$hes always. So we enly cgBsider the case y- 2' nyÅq -r- s o
j' År- r+s -- u. But since ti Åq. r -+- s- (q"1- i), we only consider the case u = O, j = r+ s, i == q+ 1.
Then the cohomelogy is isomorphic to Hi(P",Opn(e) Q gKiN). Since "XiN is (g -le 1 + c)-regu}ar and
g+1 =d.inyÅÄe-i- 1 }l q-l- 1+e, this one vanishes. []
  Now we prove Theorerx:(III). Let (p,q,e) satisfies one of the condit•ions in Theorern(III). We put
ES:mee-d{-nÅÄ1.
  put ck,h(e) = M"A"hÅí' op L'+k"-h xr'O(e'), and Ck,h(e) = ffO(eh,h(e)). Then frorn the exact sequence
(3-2-1), we obtain '
(3-3-4) o-e,,.+i(e) -. •••-e,,i(e)-c.,o(e) --År o,
(3-3-er) o- c.,.+i(e)-•-•-c,,i(E) -9+ C,,o(e) --. o,
We Rote that (3-3-4) is exact, bpt Åq3-3-5År Rot BecessaTily exact. In part-leu}ay, Cekerip == Rp(e) by
definition. Then we have the following eornmutative diagTam:
        •t- . c,,i(e)&gAiw -. c.,,(e)x"X';,y - R.(sÅrQ"Xiyy . e
                     til
        ••• - Cpt!,i(e)xXW -, c.-i.i,oÅqe)eKw - K.+iÅqeÅroXw -+ o
                     isi
        -• • --+ Cp+2,1 (e) Q "Kivv aj cp+2,o (e) Q gAivv --, Rp+2(e) (g) gKiw - o
                     isi
Therefere by ast easy diagram chase, k sufices to show the fo}lowings.
Stepl
  (1) Cp"-l-a,g-t-l(Åë - Cp"+a,a(e) - Cp"".,.-i(il) is exact fgT 1 S{ Va S g - l,
   (2) Cp+2+a,a+i(e) - Cp+2+a,o(e) - Cp+2-+-.,.-i(e) is exaet for 1 S Va X q- 1.
S!teRkep2 cp+b,b(e) o ""A-"wT - cp+b+i,b(e) e gKbw - cp+b+2,b(e) x "-A-bw is exact for vb ;ir o.
Proof of Stepl. XVe may assume q År- 2 (i.e. ommit the case Theorem(III)(3) ). The exaet sequence
(3-3-4) induces a specra} sequenee
                        ,Errte = El"(ck...1-.(e)) # ,II ct+S = e.
We want to $how that E2a'O =: O if (a, k) rruns over any one of the following cases:
  (1)' p+2S kh Åq- p+g and ib - (m+1-a) =p+l (-o a == p-k+ ?yz+2),




Since E&'O = O, in order to show E2"'O : O, it suMces to show that Er'h'i'h me O for 1 s h K m, and
OÅqa -- h-1Åqm+1
  We first show Stepl (1).
  If (ex,k) runs over the case (1)', then
           E7-h-1,h ,., Hh(ek,k-.+h(e)) ., ffh(M'l'ÅqAk-PH'"h):. & Ep+r-h oo rfoÅqei)),
and (L",h) satisfies k' År- pu a- 2, h) 1, h+ "' Åqww: m+1+p.
Casep-Fr-h)-s+1
SinÅëe e' = e- d+n- 1 }lr O, by the vanishing lemma(1), we have only to cheÅëk in t,he case p+r ww h and
e' = e. [!rhen by N,anishing lemma(5), we ean assume h. = p -}- r = n. Rence we only need te consider the
case TkeoremÅqill)Åql). Tlien Efit-h-i'ft : N"Åq"X-kX') altd K' satis6e$ n-rÅÄ2 nd k, s nÅÄs. In this case
the assertion follows frorn vanishing lemma(6) , because we assumed r + s S n + 2.
Case p+r-hS -s
Since h S m+1+ (p- k") K m-1 and e' ww e-d+n+1 S e, by the vanishing lernma (1)', we have only
to check in the c.rtse p -+- r - h = -s, e' = e. But since h l r " s - 1, the assertion follows from vanishing
}emrnaÅq5)'.
  Next we shgur Step2 (2År.
  If (cr, K") rufis ever the ease (2)', then
        E,a-h-i,h .,, Nh(ek,k-,+h-,(e)) me Hh(M"'(kA-P+hwwi)z* eLp+r-hH.i op .*o(et)),
and (K', h) satis fies k ) p "- 3, h ) 1, h + k wwÅq m + 2 + p.
Casep--r-h+, !)-$"l
Since e` ) g, by the vaxxi$i}ing' }emma(lÅr, we kave eR}y to ckeck iR the case p-i- r - h+ 1 = e and e' # g.
Then by vanishing lemma(5), we can assume h = p+r+ 1 : n. Hence we only need to consider the case
Theorern(III)(1). Thus ,lir'-h'i'h = H"("XwwkÅí") and k- satisfies n-r+2 $ K" Åqnd n+s. Therefore the
assertion follows from vanishing lemma(6), because we assumecl r + s S n + 2.
Case p+r-h+ 1 g ---s
Since h g m + 2 + (p - k) S m - 1 and e' S e, by the vani$hing lemma (1)", we have only to check in
the case p+r-hÅÄi metr -s, S' = e. But $ince h = r+s -l-p-i- 2 ; rÅÄs- 2, tke assertign fel}ow$ frem
vanishing iemma(5)" .
  We have completed the proof of Stepl. ma
Proof of Step2. We write S'2I.(logZP,-) by Sla) simply. We want to show that
  ffo(M"X-bx* e Lr+p op .*o(et)) e g'A""b;?y
                     - Hc (M+Ai-bx* g ÅírÅÄpti e .* Åqp(Et)) Q "K"w
                                      -, Heo(M"A'-bÅí* op Lr+p+2 op ..o(et)) oqwwkbw
is exact for O S Vb S q•
  The exact sequence
          e - fi' x eP x fo(e') - Ax' Q Åíti x fe(e') ---, ft''i Q Lt Q rr*o(e') . c
rernains exaÅít for # År O when taking HO( ), because Hi(za: op st' XT'O(e')) : O. Thus it suMces to
show that the following sequence is exact for all t, 6 such that m-b :{ t f{I m-b+ 1 and O S b fS q:
  He(ftt op Lr+p x .to(etÅr) o g'K-bw
                                               g-b
                       . ffe(stt x Åír+pÅÄ1 x T*ÅqPÅqe')) &
                                                AW
                                           --- HO(fit x Lr+pHr2 op r*o(et)) x 9--Awwbw.
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FIrom the exact sequence (2-2--5-1), there is a filtration ,Fi' of sut such that Gr"F(sht) == T'9fr;. op9$7filk, (log X
P,•) ww rr'9i;. Q(tb" [Arr"go x L-i](tt:lt)), where (u,i) run$ over O s u S n, O s{ t-u S r+s-1 and
          i=o
max{O,t -u-s+ 1} S i S rnin{t -u,r}. Since Hi(L'+li mp Grko9t) = O for " tr O, it sufices to show that
 ff"(Åír'p-i g r"(ftg. mp k2;e(e')) op g"Ainbwr
                  - HO(ÅíT+pwwt+i @ T*(g2#. Q ,A,so(e')) op gKbw
                                . HO(cr"p-i+2 eT"(gge. op Xso(e')) e. qlmmbw.






Finally, by ghe exact sequence
        6 . 0pn(-n - 1) - Opn (-n)$"+i - ••• - O:,in (-u - 1)S(n"-'i) ---, 9P. - o,
we Åëan deduce the assertion to show that
 "O(Lr+p-i+J' x T. (Aso(e, - u m ]• - i)) op q+i Åqb-J'w
               aj iie'g(LrÅÄp"iÅÄj'"e'i o F"(XsgÅqe' - u - 3' - i)) eg'X-3';;;2'
                          -, Illo(Lr+p-i"t-d+2 op T'(A8o(e' - u - 2' - 1)) x
is exact for Vb,t, u,i,:' suck that
Let 6i be the miBima} deguree ef each direct summand of ASe. 'I["hen by L-emma(3-3-2År
p)O and
              d.i.(r +p-i+ ]') aj- (6i -u- ji -i -i- e) 2q-b- ]' -- c
foT Vb, t, u,i,j such that
q-1-b-)'





max{O,t - u - s+ 1} S i K min{t - u, r}
m-bStSm-b+1
    i
                     .the abeve ho}ds if
        i
This holds if p }) O and d.i.(r + p) + e - cl in q + c. This cormpletes the proof.
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